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Assumptions/Guiding Principles



All participants have a working knowledge of the basics of the 

transfer tax regime

Not a highly technical presentation-focused on how we should think 

about certain aspects of the applicable law

 Technical information is found in the Davis & Willms manuscript 

(and most of the examples cited in this presentation are from that 

manuscript)

ASSUMPTIONS/GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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Summary of Basic Tax Principles



 Unlimited marital deduction

▪ Exception - Non-US Citizens

 Estate tax exemption

▪ Basic Exclusion Amount

▪ $10mm indexed for inflation – currently $12.06mm

▪ Sunset in 2025 - $5mm indexed for inflation

▪ Portability of Exemption

▪ Deceased Spousal Unused Exclusion (DSUE) Amount

▪ Applicable Exclusion Amount

▪ Basic exclusion amount, plus

▪ DSUE, if any

 Tax rates

▪ Federal – 40%

▪ State?

SUMMARY OF BASIC TAX PRINCIPLES
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Portability of Exemption and Deceased Spousal Unused Exemption (DSUE) Amount



Defined:

▪Amount of a deceased spouse’s exclusion that passes to a 

surviving spouse when a valid portability election is made.

▪Example:

▪ W dies in 2022 with an estate of $15 million, leaving everything 

outright to H.

▪ W’s executor timely files a 706 and claims portability.

▪ H has a DSUE of $12.06 million (plus his own exemption of 

$12.06 million).

▪ If H then dies with a total estate of $24.12 million or less, no 

estate tax will be due.

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED SPOUSAL 
EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



 Limitations on DSUE amount-

▪Not indexed for inflation

▪ In prior example, DSUE of $12.06 million stays at $12.06 

million.

▪ But, H’s personal exemption will continue to increase pursuant 

to inflation.

▪“Last” deceased spouse

▪ Most recently deceased person who was married to the 

surviving spouse.

▪ If no DSUE from the last spouse, then the surviving spouse will 

have no DSUE, even if that surviving spouse previously 

received DSUE from an earlier spouse

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED SPOUSAL 
UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



 Limitations on DSUE amount-

▪ Example

▪ W1 dies in 2011 survived by H. W1’s estate passes outright to H, and the 

executor of W1’s estate makes a portability election. As a result, H receives 

W1’s DSUE amount of $5 million. H then marries W2. H’s applicable 

exclusion amount continues to be his basic exclusion amount plus the $5 

million DSUE amount he received from W1. Later, H divorces W2, who then 

dies. Since W2’s death occurred when she was not married to H, her death 

does not cause a loss of the DSUE amount H received from W1.

▪ Planning tip: This result suggests that tax benefits might be preserved for 

married persons with a DSUE amount received from a predeceased spouse, 

by obtaining a divorce from a terminally ill second spouse. This benefit 

would arise if the DSUE amount available from W2 is less than the unused 

amount received from W1. 

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED SPOUSAL 
UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



How to claim “portability” 

▪Requirements:

▪ Decedent’s executor timely files an estate tax return

▪ DSUE amount is computed

▪ Portability election is made

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED SPOUSAL 
UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



▪ “Complete and properly-prepared return”

▪ Relaxed requirements for DSUE

oEstimates of value allowed for assets qualifying for marital or charitable 
deduction

o Allowed to round up to nearest $250,000

oNote: if executor intends to make a QTIP election, that election must be 
made on the 706.

▪ “Timely Filed” 706

▪ General rule – 9 months from date of death

▪ Rev. Proc. 2017-34

o Simplified procedure for extension where 706 not 
required

o Automatically extended for two years after date of death

• Cite Rev. Proc. at top of 706

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



▪May the surviving spouse compel the filing of an estate tax 

return?

▪ Will should contain language regarding portability

oExample: “My Executor may make the election 

described in Section 2010(c)(5) of the Code to 

compute my unused exclusions amount and 

thereby permit my spouse to take that amount 

into account. My Executor may incur and pay 

reasonable expenses to prepare and file any 

estate tax return or other documentation 

necessary to make such election, and to defend 

against any audit thereof.”

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



▪ If no express language exists, may spouse compel executor to 

file estate tax return?

▪ “Unjust enrichment” of surviving spouse?

▪ Is the surviving spouse a “beneficiary” of the estate by reason of 

DSUE? 

Estate of Vose v. Lee (Okla. 2017)-

oExecutor had fiduciary duty to all persons 

interested in the estate.

oBecause the surviving spouse could benefit from 

a portability election, he was an interested 

person

o Therefore, the executor was compelled to file a 

706 and claim portability.

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



 Lifetime gifts by surviving spouse

▪ Availability of DSUE for lifetime gifts

▪ Ordering rule: gifts utilize DSUE first

▪ “Last deceased spouse” is determined at time of gift

o Example: W1 dies in January, 2011, leaving her entire 

estate to H. H marries W2 in February. In March, H makes 

a taxable gift of $7 million. W2 dies in June. If a portability 

election is ultimately made with regard to W1’s estate on a 

timely filed estate tax return, H may apply his basic 

exclusion amount plus an DSUE amount received from W1 

in order to shelter the gift from tax, since W1 was H’s “last 

deceased spouse” at the time that the gift was made. If no 

portability election is made for W1’s estate (or if an election 

to opt out of portability is made), then H may use only his 

basic exclusion amount to offset the gift from tax.

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



▪DSUE from multiple deceased spouses – “Black Widow” rule

▪ DSUE at time of surviving spouse’s death includes:

oDSUE from last deceased spouse, plus

oDSUE from other prior deceased spouses if 

applied to lifetime gifts

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



▪ Example:

H1 dies with $5 million of unused exclusion. Prior to TCJA 2017’s 

increase in the basic exclusion amount, W makes a gift of $10 million 

after H1 dies, all covered by her gift tax applicable exclusion amount 

(which includes her basic exclusion amount plus the DSUE amount from 

H1). W then marries H2 (who is poor and in poor health) who also 

predeceases W. The executor of H2’s estate makes a portability 

election, providing her with a DSUE amount of $5 million. Can W make 

another $5 million gift without paying gift tax? Because of the 

regulations, yes! If W makes another $5 million gift, this second gift is 

entirely sheltered by W’s applicable exclusion, since her remaining basic 

exclusion amount ($0), plus the DSUE amount received from H2 ($5 

million) is $5 million.

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



▪Use of QTIP assets to make lifetime gift of DSUE amount:

▪ Intentionally trigger gift under Code Section 2519

oSurviving spouse releases a small interest in 

QTIP Trust

oResult is a gift of the entire QTIP, to which 

DSUE would be applied

• Consider partition of QTIP Trust if assets 

exceed DSUE amount

oAt surviving spouse’s death, the assets get a 

stepped up basis

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



▪ Example:

W has a $10 million estate. W dies in 2022 with a Will leaving all to a QTIP trust 
for H. W’s executor files an estate tax return making both the QTIP and the 
portability elections. Immediately thereafter, H releases 0.5% of the income 
interest in the QTIP trust assets. The release of the income interest is a taxable 
gift of the 0.5% interest under Code Section 2511, and a gift of the balance of 
the trust assets under Code Section 2519. Because the interest retained by H is 
not a qualified annuity interest, Code Section 2702 precludes any discounts 
associated with H’s retained income interest when valuing the gift. The effect is 
for H to have made a $10 million gift, all of which is sheltered by W’s DSUE 
amount. Even though the DSUE amount has been used, H still retains 99.5% of 
the income from the QTIP trust for life. In addition, the QTIP trust assets are 
included in H’s estate under Code Section 2036, so a new cost basis will be 
determined for the assets when H dies. Because the assets are not included in 
the estate under Section 2044 if the Code, the taxable gift will not be treated as 
an adjusted taxable gift when H dies, and his entire applicable exclusion amount 
plus W’s DSUE amount applied to H’s taxable gift will be available to shelter any 
tax. 

Treas. Reg. § 20.2010-3(b). 

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



 Statute of Limitations on DSUE Computation

▪ IRS may challenge the computation of DSUE at any time prior to the expiration of the 

limitations period on the surviving spouse’s 706.

▪ Example:

An estate tax return is timely filed for H’s estate reflecting an estate of $4.9 

million, all of which passes to a trust for W for which a QTIP election is made. 

The return is filed on March 1, 2014 making the portability election. W dies in 

2022 with a taxable estate, and her estate tax return reflects the DSUE amount 

shown on H’s estate tax return. In the course of examining W’s estate tax return, 

the IRS determines that (i) the value of H’s estate was actually $6.5 million; and 

(ii) the trust for W was ineligible for the QTIP election Although the statute of 

limitations for H’s estate tax return precludes the IRS from collecting any estate 

tax as a result of H’s death, the IRS may nevertheless eliminate the DSUE 

amount claimed to be available by W’s executor.

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT



 DSUE and Non-Citizen Spouses:

▪ Citizen Decedent Spouse and Non-Citizen Surviving Spouse

▪ DSUE is available for  QDOT

o DSUE decreased when taxable distributions made from QDOT

o No ability of non-citizen spouse to utilize DSUE of decedent 

prior to death or earlier termination of QDOT.

▪ No DSUE available for outright distributions to surviving non-citizen/non-resident 

spouse

o Exception-surviving spouse subsequently becomes a resident 

or citizen

o Therefore, always file 706 to claim portability even if survivor is 

a non-resident/non-citizen at the time of the decedent spouse’s 

death

▪ Non-Citizen/Non-Resident Decedent Spouse and Citizen Surviving Spouse

▪ No DSUE provided at death of non-citizen/non-resident spouse

PORTABILITY OF EXEMPTION AND DECEASED 
SPOUSAL UNUSED EXEMPTION (DSUE) AMOUNT
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Portability versus Bypass Trust - Factors to Consider



 Factors Favoring Use of Portability:

▪Simplicity

▪ Unlimited marital deduction ensures no tax until second death

▪Control

▪Additional step-up in basis at second death

▪Possible higher marginal income tax rates for trust

PORTABILITY VERSUS BYPASS TRUST-FACTORS TO 
CONSIDER



 Factors Favoring Use of Bypass Trust:

▪ Possible loss of portability

▪ Legislative change

▪ Intervening marriage/death- “last deceased spouse”

▪ Failure/refusal of first spouse’s estate to file 706

▪ Lack of portability for GST exemption

▪ Risk of disinheritance of first spouse’s children by surviving spouse

▪ Post-mortem appreciation in assets funding credit shelter bequest

▪ No inflation adjustment for DSUE Amount

▪ Ability to sprinkle assets to children/descendants with bypass trust

▪ Creditor protection

PORTABILITY VERSUS BYPASS TRUST-FACTORS TO 
CONSIDER
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Defining the Marital Share



▪Optimal Marital Deduction Formula

▪ Exemption amount allocated to Bypass Trust

▪ Remainder allocated to Marital Trust or outright to spouse 

▪“Single Lung” QTIP

▪ Ability to make a partial QTIP election

▪Disclaimer

▪ Disclaimed assets pass to Bypass Trust

▪ Non-disclaimed assets pass to spouse

DEFINING THE MARITAL SHARE



Clayton Formula

▪ IRS issued Treas. Reg. 20.2056(b)-7 after losing in several Federal Circuits

▪ Formula States:

▪ If QTIP election is made, assets pass to QTIP trust

▪ If QTIP election is not made, assets pass elsewhere-e.g., a bypass trust

▪ Making the election:

▪ Requires filing a 706

▪ Effectively allows 15 months to make decision (9 mos. + 6 mos. Ext.)

▪ Should be made by an independent executor to avoid potential gift by 

spouse

▪ Note: because no disclaimer, bypass trust may grant spouse a power of 

appointment

DEFINING THE MARITAL SHARE
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How to Pass the Marital Bequest



Outright vs. Marital Trust – factors to consider:

▪Simplicity

▪Control

▪Creditor protection

▪Ability of surviving spouse to engage in estate planning 

strategies with inherited assets

HOW TO PASS THE MARITAL BEQUEST



 Types of qualified marital trusts

▪QTIP – issues to consider:

▪ Defining the income interest

▪ Unproductive property

▪ Rev. Proc. 2016-49

oQTIP election void if not necessary to reduce 

tax to zero

oBut, not void if executor makes portability 

election

HOW TO PASS THE MARITAL BEQUEST



▪ QTIP Tax Apportionment Trap

oGeneral rule-marginal estate tax caused by 

inclusion of QTIP assets is due from QTIP trust

oMay cause inequitable distributions where 

remainder beneficiaries of surviving spouse’s 

estate and QTIP trust differ

HOW TO PASS THE MARITAL BEQUEST



▪ Example

H and W each have a $20 million estate. H dies with a Will leaving all to a QTIP trust 

for W, with the remainder interest in the trust passing upon W’s death to H’s children 

from a prior relationship. H’s executor files an estate tax return making both the QTIP 

and portability elections. W immediately thereafter, knowing she can live from the 

QTIP trust income, makes a gift of her entire $20 million estate to her children. No gift 

tax is due since W can apply her applicable exclusion amount to eliminate the tax 

(i.e., her basic exclusion amount plus H’s DSUE amount of $12.06 million). Upon W’s 

later death, the remaining QTIP trust assets are subject to estate tax under Section 

2044 of the Code. Since W used nearly all of her applicable exclusion amount to 

shelter her gift to her children, none of her exclusion (or a nominal amount because of 

the inflation adjustment of her basic exclusion amount) is available to shelter estate 

tax, and the entire $20 million (assuming no changes in value) is taxed. All of this tax 

is attributable to the QTIP trust assets, so unless W’s Will expressly provides 

otherwise, the estate tax liability of $8 million is charged to the trust (and therefore, in 

effect, to H’s children). As a result, H’s children are left with $12 million from the 

remainder of the QTIP assets, while W’s children receive $20 million tax free. Note 

that this same result occurs if W makes no gift! Her applicable exclusion amount 

(including H’s DSUE amount) would shelter her assets from estate tax, with the QTIP 

paying all of the marginal tax caused by the inclusion of its assets in W’s estate.

HOW TO PASS THE MARITAL BEQUEST



▪ Possible solution:

oPost-nuptial agreement requiring surviving 

spouse to sign a Will equitably apportioning any 

estate tax due

oExecutor of decedent spouse conditions 

QTIP/portability election on surviving spouse’s 

waiver of estate tax recovery

HOW TO PASS THE MARITAL BEQUEST



▪Life Estate Power of Appointment Trust – “LEPA”

▪ 2065(b)(5) – marital deduction allowed for trust where:

▪ Spouse receives all income

▪ Spouse has power of appointment to the spouse or to the 

estate of the spouse

▪ POA ensures inclusion in spouse’s estate – second set-up in basis

▪ No need to file an estate tax return to make a QTIP election

▪ Drawbacks:

▪ No reverse QTIP election available

▪ Spouse’s exercise of power of appointment may defeat 

decedent’s estate plan

HOW TO PASS THE MARITAL BEQUEST



Qualified Domestic Trust (QDOT)

▪Allows marital deduction for a foreign spouse

▪Requirements:

▪ All income to spouse

▪ May allow principal distributions – but subject to tax

HOW TO PASS THE MARITAL BEQUEST



Recommendations:

▪Use a marital trust for creditor protection

▪ If all children from same marriage, and no GST planning, 

consider LEPA

▪ If GST planning, use a QTIP

▪ If spouses have different children, use a QTIP with an 

independent trustee

▪ Address tax apportionment trap

HOW TO PASS THE MARITAL BEQUEST
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Issues with Optimal Marital Deduction Formulas



▪Designing a marital deduction formula-Three factors:

▪ Pecuniary vs. percentage

▪ Front-end marital vs. reverse marital

▪ Funding at estate tax values vs. distribution values

ISSUES WITH OPTIMAL MARITAL DEDUCTION FORMULAS



Characteristics of a Pecuniary Formula:

▪Most commonly used formula

▪“A sum equal to …” or “ an amount equal to…”

▪Exact dollar amount – “freezes” the defined bequest

▪Satisfied in cash unless otherwise authorized

▪ In kind distributions valued at distribution values unless 

otherwise authorized

▪ Distribution of appreciated assets causes recognition of 

taxable gain

PECUNIARY VS. PERCENTAGE



Characteristics of a Pecuniary Formula:

▪Distribution of IRD items causes acceleration of deferred 

income. Examples of IRD:

▪ Accrued income

▪ Employee benefit plans

▪ Installment sales contracts

▪Rule of Thumb – consider using a pecuniary formula only 

where the pecuniary portion of the estate is unlikely to exceed 

10% of the estate

▪ Higher probability of ability to fund the pecuniary bequest with 

“clean” assets 

PECUNIARY VS. PERCENTAGE



Characteristics of a Percentage Formula:

▪My choice in most cases

▪“That percentage of my residuary estate…”

▪ Identical to a fractional or numerator/denominator formula

▪Not a fixed dollar amount-Percentage of residue

PECUNIARY VS. PERCENTAGE



Characteristics of a Percentage Formula:

▪No requirement of satisfaction in cash

▪ In kind distributions valued at estate tax values unless 

otherwise authorized

▪ No recognition of gain upon distribution of appreciated assets

▪Requires revaluation of all assets at each distribution

▪ Primary difficulty is with interim income distributions; 

however, spouse is often sole income beneficiary

▪ Because of Rev. Proc. 64-19, some revaluation generally is 

necessary even with a pecuniary formula

PECUNIARY VS. PERCENTAGE



Characteristics of a Front-End Marital Formula:

▪Defines the marital bequest, with the credit shelter bequest 

being the remainder

▪A pecuniary front-end marital formula “freezes” the marital 

bequest

FRONT-END MARITAL VS. REVERSE MARITAL



 Characteristics of a Reverse Marital Formula:

▪Carves out credit shelter bequest, with remainder being marital 

bequest

▪A pecuniary reverse marital formula “freezes” the credit shelter 

request

FRONT-END MARITAL VS. REVERSE MARITAL



Governing instrument may specify

 If governing instrument is silent:

▪Pecuniary formula: distribution values 

▪Percentage formula: estate tax values

ESTATE TAX VALUES VS. DISTRIBUTION VALUES



Effect of Revenue Procedure 64-19:

▪Applies when executor may distribute assets at estate tax values

▪Purpose: prevent allocation of post-mortem appreciation to credit 

shelter bequest

ESTATE TAX VALUES VS. DISTRIBUTION VALUES



Requirements:

▪“Minimum value” test (assets’ value equals marital deduction 

taken on 706)

▪“Fairly representative” test (marital bequest receives assets 

fairly representative of appreciation and depreciation)

▪ Does this require a pro rata division of each asset?

N.C. Gen. Stat. 28A-22-5 codifies “fairly representative” 

requirement (both for marital deduction formulas and GST 

formulas)

ESTATE TAX VALUES VS. DISTRIBUTION VALUES



 4 Pecuniary Formulas:

▪ Pecuniary front-end marital formula, using estate tax values (“fairly representative 

pecuniary” formula)

▪ Pecuniary front-end marital formula, using distribution values (“true worth pecuniary” 

formula)

▪ Pecuniary reverse marital formula, using estate tax values (“fairly representative 

reverse pecuniary” formula)

▪ Pecuniary reverse marital formula, using distribution values (“true worth reverse 

pecuniary” formula)

 2 Percentage Formulas:

▪ Percentage front-end marital formula, using estate tax values (“fairly representative 

fractional share” formula)

▪ Percentage front-end marital formula, using distribution values (“pick-and-choose 

fractional share” formula)

SIX POSSIBLE FORMULAS



Percentage Formula:

▪Revaluation of assets required

▪Minimizes risk of adverse income tax consequences

▪ Recognition of gain on appreciated assets

▪ Acceleration of IRD items

▪Most conservative choice

▪“Fairest” formula- especially in second marriage situations

▪Can avoid restrictions of Rev. Proc. 64-19 by using distribution 

values

SUMMARY REGARDING MARITAL FORMULAS



Pecuniary Formula:

▪Simplest to administer

▪Front-end marital formula allows shifting of post-mortem 

appreciation into credit shelter bequest

▪ Adverse funding result if estate depreciates

▪More risk of adverse income tax consequences

SUMMARY REGARDING MARITAL FORMULAS



 Default choice should be a percentage formula using distribution values

 Where draftsman is certain that clients’ estate will not hold significant amounts 

of IRD or other “problem” assets, a front-end pecuniary formula may maximize 

estate tax savings

 Alternatively, in very large estates, a pecuniary reverse marital formula may be 

advisable because of the ease of application

 With any pecuniary formula, the defined bequest should be funded as soon as 

possible

 Never use a pecuniary formula when the estate holds significant amounts of:

▪ IRD

▪ Assets whose value may shift dramatically (e.g. closely held business 

interests)

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING MARITAL FORMULAS


